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A COMPUTATIONAL AUDITORY MODEL WITH A NONLINEAR COCHLEA
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ABSTRACT
The auditory system appears to automatically segregate the size and shape information in
communication sounds. Irino and Patterson [1] illustrated the principles using a linear form of
‘stabilized wavelet-Mellin transform’. This paper extends the model to include the main
nonlinearities observed in the auditory system. A dynamic, compressive gammachirp (dcGC)
auditory filterbank provides a level-dependent spectral analysis, with near instantaneous
compression, and two-tone suppression [2]. It also preserves instantaneous frequency
information which is required to avoid distortion of scaled sounds, as with the linear wavelet
transform. The internal 'auditory image' is stabilized with strobed temporal integration (STI)
which maintains local linearity between successive glottal pulses and facilitates pitch
synchronous analysis. Expansion of the time dimension as a function of channel centre
frequency converts the auditory image into a scale-shift covariant form – a unique
representation for segregation of size and shape information, similar to the one produced with
the linear auditory model.
INTRODUCTION
There is information in speech sounds about the length of the vocal tract. When we hear
speech sounds, we can identify the content of the speech as well as speaker size (man,
woman, or child). Similarly for musical instruments, when we hear a brief melody, we can
identify the family of the instrument (e.g., brass or string) as well as the size of the instrument
(trumpet or tuba). This suggests that the auditory system can segregate information about the
size of the sound source from information about its shape [1,3]. The principles of this
segregation process were formalized using a sequence of the linear transforms referred to as a
‘stabilized wavelet-Mellin transform (SWMT)’ [1]. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the fourstage process. For each stage there is a mathematical transform (left box), a corresponding
mechanism (middle box), and a derived representation (right box).
The initial stage is the peripheral frequency analysis used to derive the Neural Activity
Pattern (NAP) which simulates the firing in the auditory nerve. Although it was mathematically
formalized as a linear wavelet transform followed by half-wave rectification [1], it is clear that
the cochlea is highly nonlinear. The nonlinearities have recently been modeled with a dynamic,
compressive gammachirp (dcGC) filterbank [2]. In the next section, we briefly explain the
formulation of the dcGC filterbank and illustrate how the essential linear feature is preserved in
the nonlinear filterbank. The second stage involves neural time-interval calculations used to
produce a Stabilized Auditory Image (SAI); The third stage involves expansion of the timeinterval dimension as a function of channel frequency to produce a scale-shift-covariant version
of the SAI referred to as a Size-Shape Image (SSI) [4]; The final stage is the Mellin transform
used to derive the Mellin Image which is a fully scale normalized representation. The essential
properties of these transforms are also illustrated in the following sections.

Figure 1. Mathematical operations, signal processing algorithms, and representations for
acoustic-scale normalization in auditory preprocessing.

AUDITORY FILTERBANK
The initial stage of auditory processing is frequency analysis by the basilar membrane. This
stage has been approximated as a linear wavelet transform since the centre frequency and
bandwidth are proportional, at least above 500 Hz. It is, however, known that the cochlea is
highly level-dependent and nonlinear. Recently, we developed the dynamic, compressive
gammachirp (dcGC) auditory filterbank to provide level-dependent bandwidth, near
instantaneous compression, and two-tone suppression [2]. This section explains the basic
structure of the compressive gammachirp filter and its extension to a nonlinear, time-varying
dcGC filter. The dcGC filter preserves phase information even when level changes dynamically,
which enables the system to simulate the required combination of a wavelet transform with near
instantaneous compression.
Gammachirp auditory filterbank
The complex, analytic form of the gammachirp auditory filter [5] is
gc (t) = at n1 "1 exp("2 # b1ERBN ( fr1 ) t)exp( j2 # fr1t + jc1 lnt + j$1 )

!

(1)

where a is amplitude; n1 and b1 are parameters defining the envelope of the gamma
distribution; c1 is the chirp factor; f r1 is a frequency referred to as the asymptotic frequency
since the instantaneous frequency of the carrier converses to it when t is infinity; ERBN ( fr1 ) is
the equivalent rectangular bandwidth of average normal hearing subjects; !1 is the initial
phase; and ln t is the natural logarithm of time. Time is restricted to positive values. When
c1 = 0 , Eq. 2 reduces to the complex impulse response of the!gammatone !filter.
gt (t) = at n"1 exp("2 # bERBN ( fr ) t)exp( j2 # fr t + j$ ) .

The Fourier magnitude spectrum of the gammachirp filter is
$
f # f r1 '
!
| GC ( f ) |= a" # | GT ( f ) | # exp(c1 $1 ( f )) , "1 ( f ) = arctan&
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(2)

(3)

Figure 2. Level-dependency of the compressive
gammachirp auditory filter

Figure 3. Block diagram for the level estimation
path and the signal path of the filter

| GT ( f ) | is the Fourier magnitude spectrum of the gammatone filter, and exp(c1 "1 ( f )) is an
asymmetric function since ! 1 is an anti-symmetric function centered at the asymptotic
frequency, f r1 (Eq. 3). a! is a constant.
Irino and Patterson [6] decomposed the asymmetric function, exp(c
! 1 "1 ( f )) , into separate
low-pass and high-pass asymmetric functions in order to represent the passive, basilar
membrane component of the filter separately from the subsequent, level-dependent component
of the filter to account for the compressive nonlinearity observed psychophysically. The
!
resulting 'compressive' gammachirp filter, | GCC ( f ) | , is

| GCC ( f ) |= [ a" | GT ( f ) | # exp(c1 $ 1 ( f ))]# exp(c 2 $ 2 ( f )) = | GCP ( f ) | # exp(c 2 $ 2 ( f ))
$
$
'
f # f r1 '
f # f r2
"1 ( f ) = arctan&
) and " 2 ( f ) = arctan&
).
% b1 ERB N ( f r1 ) (
% b2 ERBN ( f r2 ) (

(4)

!

!

!

Conceptually, this compressive gammachirp is composed of a level-independent, 'passive'
gammachirp filter (pGC), | GCP ( f ) | , that represents the passive basilar membrane, and a level!
dependent, high-pass asymmetric function (HP-AF), exp(c 2 " 2 ( f )) , that simulates the active
mechanism in the cochlea. The filter is referred to as a 'compressive' gammachirp (cGC)
because the compression around the peak frequency is incorporated into the filtering process
!
itself. The HP-AF makes the passband of the composite gammachirp more symmetric at lower
!
levels.
Figure 2 illustrates how a level-dependent set of compressive gammachirp filters (cGC;
upper set of 5 solid lines; left ordinate) can be produced by cascading a fixed passive
gammachirp filter (pGC; lower solid line; right ordinate) with a set of highpass asymmetric
functions (HP-AF; set of 5 dashed lines; right ordinate). When the leftmost HP-AF is cascaded
with the pGC, it produces the uppermost cGC filter with most gain. The HP-AF shifts up in
frequency as stimulus level increases and, as a result, at the peak of the cGC, gain decreases
as stimulus level increases [5]. The filter gain is normalized to the peak value of the filter
associated with the highest probe level which in this case is 70 dB.
The peak frequency, f p1 , of the pGC , is f p1 = f r1 + c1b1 ERB N ( f r1 )/n1 and the center frequency,
f r 2 , of HP-AF is defined as f r 2 = f rat " f p1 . In this form, the chirp parameters, c1 and c 2 , can be
fixed, and the level dependency can be associated with the frequency ratio, f rat . The peak
frequency, f p 2 , !
of the cGC is derived
! from f r 2 numerically. The frequency ratio, f rat , is the main
level-dependent variable
data
!
! [5].
! when fitting the cGC to the simultaneous masking
In the dynamic compressive gammachirp (dcGC) filterbank [2], the total
level
at the output of
!
the linear, level-estimation circuit, PC , in Fig 3. was used to control the position of the HP-AF.
!
!
!
Specifically,
(0)
(1)
(5)
f rat = f rat + f rat PC .

!
!
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Figure 4. Filter responses estimated by the reverse correlation technique [7]. (a) Impulse
responses as a function of noise level (spectral level in dB, numbers on the right). (b) Temporal
trajectories of instantaneous frequency. (c) Frequency responses from the estimated responses
(solid lines) and the original compressive gammachirp filters (dashed lines) at 30, 40, 50, 60 and
70 dB SPL.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram for one filter in the dcGC filterbank. There are two paths that
consist of essentially the same elements; one path is for level-estimation and the other is for
the main signal flow. The output of the level-estimation path is used to control the leveldependent parameters of the HP-AF in the signal path. The level, Pc , was estimated in dB on a
sample-by-sample basis and used to control the level in the signal path. So, it is a nonlinear
time-varying filter unlike the wavelet transform.
Phase stability in the nonlinear dcGC filterbank
!
It was demonstrated that the dcGC filterbank can account for two major nonlinearities in the
cochlea, at least qualitatively; 1) two-tone suppression including the asymmetric growth of
suppression in the lower and upper suppression regions; 2) the compressive input/output
function. The question then arises as to whether the dcGC filter with these nonlinear properties
preserves phase information, which is required for the scale analysis in the SWMT. There is a
"reverse correlation technique" [7] that can be used to estimate the impulse response of the
auditory filter, based on a assumption that there is pseudo-linearity at any given input noise
level. It was argued in [7] that the filter response is properly estimated when the inner ear
system consists of a linear filter, memory-less compression, and a probabilistic spike generator.
We used this argument to measure the linearity of the proposed gcGC filterbank. If the
estimated impulse response of the dcGC filter is almost the same as the original gammachirp
function, then the filter system preserves the majority of the phase information.
Figure 4 shows the filter responses estimated by reverse correlation when the
input(stationary white noise with varying level) was cross-correlated with the output of a specific
filter in the dcGC filterbank. Figure 4a demonstrates the locations of the peaks and troughs of
the impulse response (i.e., phase information) are almost level-independent, and the filter
amplitude decreases as the sound level increases. The result holds even when the sound level
4
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is changing rapidly. Figure 4b confirms the result inasmuch as instantaneous frequency is
observed to be level independent. The only discrepancies arise at the start of the chirp where
the amplitude is small. As in linear filters, phase invariance, is important to avoid distortion in
the filtering process, particularly when signal level varies abruptly, as in the every day sounds.
Figure 4c shows that the frequency responses of the estimated filters (solid lines) are very
similar to the analytic compressive gammachirp filters (dashed lines) designed for roughly
equivalent sound levels. So, the nonlinearity can be represented as a virtually memory-less
operation in accordance with the arguments set out in [7]. Thus, the dcGC filterbank can be
regarded as a form of wavelet transform with near instantaneous compression, at least to a first
order of approximation. As previously, the subsequent neural activity pattern (NAP) is simulated
simply by half-wave rectification.
TIME-INTERVAL ANALYSIS WITH STROBED TEMPORAL INTEGRATION
The upper limit of phase locking decreases as the signal progresses up the auditory
pathway from greater than 4000 Hz in the auditory nerve to around 100 Hz in primary auditory
cortex. This suggests that the temporal information in the NAP is converted into a spatial
representation that preserves the temporal fine structure associated with pitch, vowel type and
vocal tract length. On example of how this might be accomplished is illustrated by the Auditory
Image Model (AIM) [8]; it employs a form of ‘Strobed Temporal Integration’ (STI) to convert the
NAP into what is referred to as a Stabilized Auditory Image (SAI).
The activity in each channel of the output of the first stage is monitored to identify local
maxima in the neural activity, and these local maxima are used to control temporal integration.
The local maxima occur regularly when the signal is periodic or quasi-periodic, as in the voiced
parts of speech. Temporal integration is strobed on each of the local maxima and temporal
integration consists of taking the current segment of the neural activity pattern (about 35 ms in
duration) and adding it into the corresponding channel of the auditory image with whatever is
currently in that channel, point by point. If the signal is periodic such that s(t) " s(t # kt p ) ,
where t p is the period and k is an integer, then the SAI has the form
$

AI ("f 0 , # ) = % S w ("f 0 , # + k t p )e &'# e

&( k t p

,

(6)

k=0

!
! where "f0 is the peak-frequency of one auditory filter, S w ("f 0 ,t) is the NAP, and ! is the timeinterval axis of the SAI. The exponential scalars, " and " , delimit the maximum time-interval
and the persistence of the auditory image. So each channel of the SAI is the decaying sum of
!
a sequence of segments of neural activity that have been shifted by one pitch period.
!
time intervals from moments of peak activity
! Physiologically, the process is similar to measuring
!
!
to peaks that are nearby in time and making a dynamic
interval histogram of the results, that is,
an interval histogram with a continuous decay appropriate to the decay of auditory perception
(with a 30-ms half life).
STI converts the time dimension in the NAP into the time-interval dimension of the SAI. At
the same time, it removes the propagation lag associated with auditory filtering; it aligns the
peaks of the responses to the glottal pulse across frequency and assigns peaks from the most
recent glottal pulse to the origin of the time-interval dimension. STI is applied separately to
each channel of the filterbank output; the SAI is the array of stabilized neural patterns for all of
the channels in the auditory filterbank. The combination of strobing and a 30-ms half-life
stabilizes the vowel pattern for as long as the sound is stationary.
Although strobing is a nonlinear process, it is pitch synchronous, so it preserves the fine
structure within the period. A sequence of SAI frames is like a movie, that is, a time sequence
of two-dimensional images, in which speech events emerge and dissolve as in an animated
cartoon.
SCALE SHIFT COVARIANCE AND NORMALIZATION
The last two stages are simple transformations of one two-dimensional image into other.
They are basically linear processes designed to render the image scale-shift covariant or scaleshift invariant. The first is a mapping which converts the time-interval dimension of the SAI, ,
into ‘time-interval by channel centre frequency’ dimension, h = " # $f 0 , separately in each
channel of the image. This expands the time-like dimension of the SAI, AI ("f 0 , # ) , progressively
with channel frequency and converts the SAI into a Size-Shape Image (SSI), ASSI ("f 0 , h) . In
vowel sounds it expands the upper formants in the time-like
dimension in inverse proportion to
!
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the size of the resonator. The mapping can be accomplished by resampling the SAI channel by
channel. The resulting SSI is scale-shift covariant. This means, for example, that the pattern of
formants that represents a given vowel simply moves vertically downwards, without changing
shape, as the acoustic scale of the sounds increases, that is, as a child grow up into an adult
[4]. The pattern has been normalized to the extent that it does not change shape with scale
changes. It does, however, change position and this is why the representation is ‘covariant’
rather than invariant.
The scale-shift covariant form can be completely normalized by applying a Fourier transform
down the log-frequency axis, column by column, and taking the absolute value. The resulting
Mellin Image (MI) is a scale-shift invariant; that is, changes in the acoustic scale of the source
do not even produce a change in the position of the pattern in the MI. This process involves
calculating a linear weighted sum of the SSI information in a column; that is, for each h value.
The weighting function is a sinusoid and the absolute value can be calculated by complex
exponentials. So both of the last two transformations are also linear.

!
CONCLUSIONS
The paper has explained how the linear version of the auditory mechanism proposed for
acoustic scale normalization [1] can be extended to include some of the known nonlinearities of
the peripheral auditory system – compression and suppression. The nonlinear properties of the
cochlea simulated by the dynamic, compressive gammachirp (dcGC) filterbank can be well
approximated by a wavelet transform in combination with near instantaneous compression. The
nonlinearities incorporated in this way do not affect the scale processing in subsequent stages
of processing.
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